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Summary. --- It is nc -d that the polarization of inuons (or electrons)
from pion (or kaon) decay, n(K) - - ýL(e) A-v. is not complete when radiative
corrections are taken into acmount. It is shown that the oorrection is
very atuall.

It is usually stated that, as a consequence of the two-component neutrino

theory, the muon. from pion decay,

(1) -*IL V

am completely polaried. The pion is spinless and in its rest system the decay
________- podeit travel in Opieits dAeelos.n IFrom conservation of Angularm-

mePntu it follows that complete polarization for the neutrino implies coir leite
polarization for the muon. Present experiments (1.3) are in excellent siree-
ment with this conclusion.
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It is interesting to note, however, that when radiative corre,,tions to (1)
.-e included the polarization of the muon, is no longer complete. The radiative

corrections ar,ý of two types: a) vertex and self-energy corrections, which in-
volve only virtual photons and which add coherently to the lowest, order am-
plitude for (1), and b) inner brenwsstrahlung, involving the emission of real
photons, which adds incoherently to (1). Both types are separately infra-red
divergent. but in any physical situation, corresponding to a definite muon
energy resolution, this divergence cancels in the usual way.

The argument that muon polarization must be complete still holds in the
presence of all diagrams of type a). Tei raidiative corrections to the muon
polarization are thus due only to the emission oi real radiation. This means
that the infra-rod divergent terms, which dominate soft photon emission, must
also give completely polarized muons. Consequently, the radiative correction
to the polarization of muons from pion decay can be expected to be very small.

We have recently calculated the transition rates for radiativt kaon and
pion decay in another context ('). We wish here to report the explicit results,
which may be obtained from such a calcalation, for the lowest-order iadiative
correction to the polarization of the emitted muons (or electrons) ('). It will
be sufficient to consider the inner bremsgtratlung resulting from the gauge-
invariant phenomenological coupling

(2) Y.- ~- f[(a.-- ieA.)x] [fr.t(1 + iy.),].

An explicit calculation, for example, of a) vertex and self ener-gy diagrams

the effects of an intermediate vector boson
indicate that they ar negligible for low- n- P.
energy photons (').

An we have indicated, the feynman
dirgam whih contribute to then rmattve
correction, up to firat order in the fine
stuctzurte constant a, cau be aemrstted
into those involving only virtual photons
(including the lowest order diagram) and

those involving real photons, as in Fig. 1. b) inne 61Msstrahlung

The tranaltion probability in the Inco-
herent sum of the virtual and real photon
parts

Fig. 1. - Lowest-order Feynmam dia.
(3) r = r. + f,. grama for rudiative correction, to (1).

(4) E. S. Gisi.aym and R. H. PRATT: PAys. Re,., 130, 2105 (1963).
(3) R. S. Goi.s 4,Rof and R. H. PRATT: Bull. Am. Pys. S•o., 7, 502 (1962).
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The muon polarization is defined to be (for definiteness, let us consider e+-
decays)

(4) F(-) -- r(+-)

where. F( ±) is the decay rate for muons with helicity ± 1.
The matrix element for the emission of real photons has blan given else-

where ('). The only difference here is that since we are interested in polarized
muons we must insert a projection operator,

(5) IH_ =- j(1 -- iyr -y),,

in front of the muon Dirae spinor, where p.---0 "nd 0*=--1. (In the
muon rest frame, H_ projects onto the spin direction antiparallel to a.)

On invariance gronds, the matrix element for the lowest-order diagram plus
the vertex corrections is proportional to

(6) 64(p'-- p-- -)if_ P- I.) y.(1 + i7)S,.,

where the four-vector I. is a sum of (perhaps divergent) integrals over the
virtual photon momentum. The only four-vectoes available are p., and k.,
but due to the Dilrac equation and eney conservation we may replase I,
by Ip., where I is the sura of scalar integrals. Tbere•rer, the matrix element
for the diagrams which contn no rea phosa. is proportional to

(7) b,(p'- p-- klm (I -U i) i (1 +-- iy)I.

(We have used the fact tint p• MM Oa- WFnn-lhlie readily
obtain In the decay rate (in the emteI-mas qahe)

X 2(8) r.--r.(l- I)• (I +- ,.),

where r. is the decay rate, in lowest order, for unpolarled muon

(9) 1'. fam m'lwyu

The unit vector 4 is parallel (antiparallel) to the muon dieotlon of motlon
for muons with helicity -1(+l). Thus

(w0) r.=+)= 0,

_ _ _
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T'he muon polarization, corrcvt up to first order termos in a, can flow be4

writtenl

P~-)4- 1W)+ I'r4+)

As expected, the expression f -r r,( +) is not infra-red divergent (although
r,(-) is) and the integrals in I cancel out of the expression for ly e find
that, integrating over all photon variables,

(U) I
X (W."- M")'

'-am

wher aund p lrefiocorcru to thfnegradmoetu ofde thermuin. The intnowbl

in eq.peistod be inerpretiond ar be,+ing ovrth infre-ted ranege ount enlteu-
rie-. ' is) will be determlsine by eprimntael outdiftheprsions(e.th fuor . energd

thsot, in)tandtingoe any epentn wisblted yknmtcsth ag(1 3) 
In (F + 2) 

(m- mit"

+u(po s e t h a t t h q t W [ I P ) i sM a ll e m a t h t '

where q and p refer to the energy and momentum of the muon. The integra
in eq. (.) is to be interpreted as being over the 2weepted range of inuon ener-

gies. "his will be determined by experimental conditions (i.e., the mIn. energ

resolut on) and in any event, in limited by kinematics to the range

(13) I. ,&+,) > 10> . 4.20W

Suppose l A Mlt the qce ntity Ao = (. fr t -he uon in tmill. We maony then
expadtel integrand inl eq. (12) &Md retain only the lowest-order term of the

integral in A. ?be malt is

Suabstituting for the mases we AMn

A(W -* 14+0) n. 1 -- 0.004 5A, .

Similarly, the coefficient of A' for the muon polarizaton from kaon dec-ay

(substituting mIs for a. in eq. (14)) is 0.00072; for the electron modes of
both plon and koon decays the (coefficient of A' is very close to a/4x or
0.00058.

The maximum value of A, for the case n- - +v, is obtained by setting

*



(1637) ON TIlE WADlATIVX COIIRECTION• ETC.

(re~-- m,)20.04141(15) "(ms- -.-- _114

'"herefore, the expansion in powers of A is quite good even for ai experiment
with no energy resolution whatever. On the other hand, if w. is replaced by
M. in eq. (15) we only have A < 0.59, however an energy resolution of only 16%
makes A - 0.1. For the electron modes of either pion or kaon decay we may
neglect m~. comprard to either w.- or w, so that A is essentially the frmtla
energ) resolution of the experiment, which should be on the order of a few
percent. Thus, as expe'ted, we conclude that the radiative correction to the
polarization is small for all deesys n(K) - L(e) +v.

RIASSUNTO ()

Ai nesta (he Ia polat iusaxione del muosi to dafi leUt•omi) da deadimeaw dii pion
(o dei ceaoni), n(K)- IA(e) + v, non 6 complet se da t..a e@oto ddli comlalomi redistivel
Si mostra che I& oormsione 0 umolto piecoL

(') rluuEu u .wn iubi Rida.Emw.


